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Abstract—Nowadays, software supply chain participants have become international distributors, which make software supply chain more and more complex. This complexity makes manager understand, acquire, monitor and manage software supply chain products and processes more difficult than ever, and then relevant security problems happen, such as software with security holes. But most of security problems are different from other supply chains. Therefore, based on system’s perspective and current several analysis methods of software supply chain, the paper analyzes and summarizes software supply chain risks, software supply chain risk management methods, and puts forward some basic risk management practices to protect software supply chain’s security. Finally, the paper discusses the future research direction to software supply chain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ICT (Information and Communication Technology) is the lifeline of modern civilization, and is indispensable to organizations and individuals, who rely on ICT to support the implementation of key activities and tasks. ICT supply chain mainly includes hardware supply chain and software supply chain. Now, every country has paid great attention to strengthen the security of hardware supply chain, especially critical infrastructure. Since software supply chain is as important as hardware supply chain and every supply chain can’t be divorced from software, there should be given more attention to software supply chain.

With the increase of globalization, outsource [1] and numerous sources of risk, software supply chain is relative fragile, for example, there are hundreds of viruses intruding into the supply chain. Moreover, supply chain risk management has been the topic of the latest CROSSTALK magazine (http://www.crosstalkonline.org/). Obviously, it’s urgent to effectively manage the risk of software supply chain to protect its security.

For thorough understanding software supply chain’s security, we should first know what is software supply chain, and what’s the difference from hardware supply chain. Then we talk about the risks which software supply chain is facing and some risk management practices. At last, some concrete measures are proposed to improve software supply chain risk management.

II. DEFINITION OF SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN

In general, supply chain aims at manufacturing and transmitting entity, while there are some supply chains which are relevant to software, namely, software supply chain. Currently, there are several major software supply chain’s definitions, as follows:

(1) Software supply chain appears to be different from supply chain. In 2001, Lynne F. Baxter and John E. L. Simmons put forward the viewpoint about software supply chain, which only involved supplier and customer, and there was a dyadic relationship where software was purchased, between an autoteller manufacturer and its customers [2].

(2) A software-focused supply chain is a supply chain where software constitutes a significant part of the total value of the product, and “goods” may not be physically flowing through the supply chain [3].

(3) Software supply chain is composed of component vendors, application vendors, users and assemblers which are based on the method of distributed software development. Besides, its service management includes deploy, operate, optimize and retirement processes [4].

(4) Software supply chain consists of a series of related software, hardware and service, including software maintenance, release, and deployment processes [5].

(5) The Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute (SEI) considers software supply chain is the network of stakeholders who develop the contents of software product or modify the contents [6].

(6) Software supply chain includes supply chains for physical components, integrated components and software. In detail, the supply chain of commercial software products includes product development organizations and their
suppliers. The supply chain of custom software systems includes main contractors, sub-contractors, and supply chains for the commercial products’ use [7].

Therefore, software supply chain can be divided into two systems: software supply chain is simply the process of developing and assembling software products. Another system is that software supply chain is the whole development, release, deployment, and maintenance processes of software from source code to the final software delivering to users. The participants in software supply chain include: the purchaser in the industry and government, information security manager supporting purchase, software suppliers, service suppliers, contractors, distributors, retailers and end-users. The later system is more precise and comprehensive than the former system.

III. COMMONNESS AND INDIVIDUALITY OF SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN

Software is a special commodity which is different from hardware, and plays a vital role on system. By comparing general description of hardware and software supply chain, we can see that there are common characteristics between them, but they still have their own individuality. In other words, they both cross each other, but are different between them.

A. Commonness

Software supply chain is a kind of supply chain. As same as other supply chains, it is a business process model and a value chain made of components suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers and end-users. It completes the process starting from customer demand to providing the customer’s required products and services. From the view of inner organization, software supply chain includes procurement, developing, distribution and other departments. From the view of external organization, software supply chain includes suppliers, developers, vendors, and end-users. On the other hand, software supply chain is also closely related to whether supplier is reliable, whether suppliers deliver the goods on time, and whether the goods can be conformance to specification. Take an example, some software products’ transmission mode is the same as hardware supply chains’, such as anti-virus software by CD burning. During the transmission, some threats may occur, such as theft, hijacking, accidental burning and so on.

B. Individuality

Software product is different from other entities. As electronic products, they can be transmitted over the network to send to customers. In this transfer process, they will encounter new risks that other hardware products don’t encounter. For example, as a result of the customer’s temporary leave, other people using customer’s computer accept the file, so that there are the dispute between the parties, that is the sender has sent, but the recipient has not received. Moreover, there are many threats on the Internet, such as denial of service attacks and IP spoofing. Denial of service attacks can lead suppliers’ system sudden failures, so they will be unable to send software to the customer in time, leading to delivery delays. And malware software can intercept software package sent by the provider during the transmission, and change the right IP address to other IP address, so that the customer don’t receive the package.

As there are different from the characteristics of the traditional supply chain, it’s necessary to put forward new risk management approaches to protect software supply chain’s security. Next, we should know what risk software supply chain face.

IV. SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN RISK

Software supply chain connects software suppliers, service suppliers, contractors, distributors, retailers and end-users. The structure is so complex that potential risks exist in every step. If there is one problem in any step, it will cause serious influence on the whole chain, and cause directly or indirectly significant economic losses to the relevant participants. As software supply chain risk has some similarities to hardware supply chain, we can analyze the software supply chain risk based on antecedent SCRM.

Software supply chain risk is mutual interdependence, because each process of supply chain isn’t alone, and every organization has its risk, while its risk isn’t segregated from other organization of software supply chain. So the stakeholder of software supply chain should evaluate and manage risk under a broader background of the system. As the Fig.1 shows, several sources can trigger the risk of software supply chain [6, 8-11].

A. External risk

Software supply chain risk can divide into two large classes, external risk and internal risk. External risk can’t be excluded, and it comes mainly from the unexpected emergencies of external environment, which affect one or more members of software supply chain to cause supply chain disruptions. It includes natural disaster (earthquake, fire, flood, etc.), political factor (such as, war and terrorist attack), economic factor (such as, financial risk), and social factor (such as, national laws). For external risk, participants in the software supply chain can’t avoid this risk, and it’s...
more difficult to predict when it will happen.

Internal risk comes from the uncertainty of various participants and operational processes. As the Fig. 1 shows, it includes participants, software components, operation and maintenance, and supply chain logistics.

B. Participants

When it comes to internal risk, we firstly should not believe all participants. As long as suppliers have access to final software products, there is software supply chain risk. These suppliers include distributors, transporters and the organizations of developing, enhancing or changing system content. If we may not reduce participants’ risks, the risk inherited from each layer of supply chain can turn into security crisis.

Purchaser

After purchaser ensuring the demand of software, purchasing will relate to many suppliers, while the selection will be open to question.

For example, as usual, it’s limited to get the knowledge of the safety of COTS product for purchaser [12]. Usually if the purchaser is disposed to purchase COTS with a great bug from unreliable supplier, the COTS can be identified as high risk components. In software supply chain, high risk COTS product connected with other software product and system can develop a software system or system of system. Therefore, unreliable purchaser will bring a series of system’s risks to software supply chain.

Supplier

Malicious supplier can tamper the functions of software, for example, they can deliberately insert backdoor on the system so that they can freely access the system in future.

More importantly, supplier designs software which may have some software vulnerabilities [13], such as MITRE’s Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE, http://cwe.mitre.org/ ). Unintentional available design or code can trigger some risks. Sometimes the developer writes some codes of empty functions to use it in future, but never use it. In addition, some defects can make unauthorized organization change software product or system, and then decrease security attribute. Besides, when suppliers discard the software product or system, improper processing information can potentially bring risk of future software product.

C. Software components

Software supply chain risks are all software components’ risk in the system. A vulnerability of software components can bring a vulnerability of software supply chain and more. Moreover, some components’ vulnerabilities tend to be ignored, and then change the software’s functions so that risks are brought to software supply chain.

Reusable components

Software reuse is the process which creates software systems from predefined software components (that is, reusable components). Dependencies between software components may make defective reusable components rapid infiltrate and do great damage to software supply chain. For example, single defective reusable component can cause the problem of security vulnerabilities, data leaks, system stability and performance.

Open source software

Open source software can bring risks to software supply chain [20, 25]. As open source, software supply chain becomes more complex. Everyone can get the source code of software, while the malicious user will research the source code to capture the vulnerability of the software, and then attack the software by using the vulnerability.

Additional software component

Current software has many features, but some functions are redundant for professional software which aims to achieve particular function. As software add so many features, software developers must write multiple lines of code to achieve these corresponding functions, while these codes’ security is open to question. For example, software developers use the strcpy function in his code, but the function is insecure and prone to trigger buffer overflow. Under normal circumstances, these problems will cause a vulnerability of the software which creates the conditions for the attacker of software supply chain.

Business component

A business component can be used for one year or longer. During use of business component, the defects of the component may be found and new attacks of technology may come, malicious user could attack software supply chain with business component. At the same time, the upgrade of component makes the invalid of risk assessment; besides, especially some temporary business products, it tends to have more risks. Therefore, more and more risks are introduced to the software supply chain though business component.

D. Operation and maintenance

As time goes on, the use and deployment of software and the change of service can trigger operational problems. Unsafe deployment configuration (such as lack of certification) can make software vulnerable. And in some cases, service change can make some function unavailable, so that it interrupts software supply chain.

Moreover, software usually provides more functions than user actually need. In many cases, many unused functions and services always work, while user don’t know that, so that it can lead to security vulnerabilities, and increase risk of operation in the case of user’s ignorant operation. It’s necessary to make all unessential functions unavailable to reduce the probability of software attacks.

E. Supply chain logistics

When software product or system transfer from one organization to other organization, improper access control of product and service (such as the failure of components delivery and configuration control) can make unauthorized participant tamper with the product at each stage of supply chain.

Besides, software distribution often uses the Internet, rather than physical medium. In other words, software supply
chain can’t be divorced from Internet. An open loophole in the network may make this software supply chain have vulnerability, and then may cause unexpected consequences. The more complex modern network environment is, the more risk of software supply chain there is.

Considering there are many risks in the software supply chain, we need to increase the overall supply chain’s ability of resistance and avoid all participants of software supply chain suffering huge losses, effectively managing its risk has important practical and theoretical significance to ensure software supply chain’s security. In the following, the paper summarizes the methods of risk management for software supply chain.

V. SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT

Software supply chain risk management is the process of identifying, measuring software project risk, laying down, selecting and managing the processing schemes of software supply chain risk. The process is dynamic, periodic, systematic and integrated. Software supply chain risk management aims at strengthening the understanding of the security risks to software system and its components, mitigating software supply chain risks, minimizing the damage of affected software, and ensuring low quality or counterfeit software products do not enter software supply chain.

Moreover, software supply chain risk management is both rich and complex. It mainly includes four aspects: risk identification, risk assessment, risk treatment and risk monitoring and control [14, 15, 19].

A. Risk identification

Risk identification is the first step in risk management, and also is the foundation of risk management. Risk identification is to identify the main risks faced by the participants in the software supply chain.

Current software supply chain risk identification method mainly includes attack surface analysis [10, 16] and systemic analysis [6]. Besides, we can use the method of flow chart which learns from the antecedent SCRM. Flow chart clearly shows the entire supply chain workflow, and we can do in-depth analysis on each link to identify risks fully.

B. Risk assessment

Once risks have been identified, we must assess their severity of potential impact (generally damage or loss) and the probability of occurrence. Modern software supply chain risk assessment methods are threat modeling [11, 17-18] and systemic assessment.

In fact, it’s more effective to make assessments at the purchase of software components. To make assessments remain valid, we should regularly assess the risk of software supply chain.

C. Risk treatment

Once risks have been identified and assessed, all techniques to manage software supply chain risks, that is risk treatment, fall into one or more of these major categories, namely, risk avoidance, risk sharing and risk prevention.
risks.

VI. SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES

Based on the above software supply chain risk management methods, the following we put forward some best practices to improve risk management.

A. Design good software supply chain

Good software supply chain’s structure increases software supply chain stability and anti-attack, and help achieve risk avoidance. In software supply chain’s structure, any subtle changes of link may bring about the change of other links. During the process of improving software supply chain structure, we can take the following aspects into consideration.

Establish an efficient information delivery channels

We can use modern communication and information means to manage and optimize the entire software supply chain, and achieve supply chain participants interconnect and information sharing via the Internet.

Enhance the transparency of information

Transparency of information is conducive to enhancing trust between the link cooperative participants, effectively inhibit software supply chain’s relationship risk and improve the response speed of software supply chain.

In general, if information sharing between upstream and downstream of participant is more adequate, feedback mechanism is more timely and the processing flow is more standardized, so that the risk of software supply chain is smaller, on the contrary, the greater. At the same time, most of software supply chain risk management emphasize on strengthening public-private partnerships [24]. In other words, the coordination and cooperation between links should be emphasized in the software supply chain’s structure. Such coordination and cooperation relations are based on mutual common goal, mutual trust, and free exchange of information and knowledge shared innovations.

Simplify software supply chain

The complexity of software supply chain is an important source of the uncertainty, the difficulty of coordinate to the whole software supply chain becomes non-linear growth with the link increasing. Therefore, in a way, software supply chain is more simplified, the security of software supply chain is more high. We can eliminate redundant links to simplify software supply chain. Simplifying software supply chain also means that the link participants should restructure the organization process according to the process of software supply chain, such as taking cross-functional balanced manage the procurement, development and so on.

Increase software supply chain flexibility

In the software supply chain, the uncertainty of demand and supply is an objective fact, flexible design is an important means to increase software supply chain flexibility and eliminate the uncertainty caused by the external environment variables. Flexible means can be divided into:

1) Maintain an appropriate number of suppliers [26]. Software supply chain risk management emphasis is to ensure high-quality and stable software supply, and a certain number of suppliers is conducive to the dynamic adjustment of the supply chain and to improve the security.

2) Production process flexibility. In software supply chain, suppliers and customers are relative concepts. That is, customers in one link of software supply chain can be regarded as suppliers of the next link [22]. Considering the complex relationship, designing supply chain structure should be flexible to quicken the relationship transition.

B. Manage open source component

As same as other supply chain, software supply chain not only focus on strengthening supply chain security from a global perspective, but also strengthen the quality to ensure security from the local perspective, that is software itself (for example, minimizing software supply chain risks based on software assurance). In other words, it's necessary to keep watch on software code and examine the origin of open software components and processes used to develop it to manage software supply chain risk.

View of most installations are open source components, the life cycle of open component can divide into four steps. We can firstly collect existing components’ information, analyze the vulnerability of the application, then establish control through the development life cycle, and finally manage the component based on more in-depth understanding of the components of the software [27].

C. Secure software development methods

Secure software development methods are important to software supply chain risk management. On one hand, we can refer to the SAFeCode’s fundamental practices for secure software development. On the other hand, there are five secure development methods we can use in the development of software, that is, S3R (Security, Safety, Reliability), SDL [23]. CLASP (Comprehensive, Lightweight Application Security Process) [28], Seven Touchpoints [29] and SAMM (Software Assurance Maturity Model) [21]. During the development life cycle, developers should avoid using vulnerable code. Moreover, it’s also essential to regularly evaluate the software vendors’ secure development methods. So it can help the supplier find where they is easy to ignore, and where developing steps should be kept.

In addition, we can effectively improve software development environment by means of high-tech management and service.

D. Software testing

Examining the software product directly by software testing is one of software supply chain risk management approaches. For example, static analysis technology examines source code and binaries for vulnerabilities. Above all, binary analysis is a highly effective weapon against
thinks. It avoids trusting the development tools and process. As time goes on, new software testing technology may come. We can continue to use software testing to find bugs and remove security vulnerabilities, and then improve software supply chain’s security.

VII. CONCLUSION

Software will always be central of system. The security of software supply chain will become more sensitive. The paper mainly analyzes software supply chain risks and how to manage the risks. We believe as long as we deeply research software supply chain and its risk, more effective measures will be taken to protect the security of the software supply chain.

However, there is less data of software supply chain than hardware supply chain nowadays. Considering many modern analyses are based on large statistical data, less data means it’s less sufficient to analyze the risk of software supply chain. So software supply chain’s security is worth further research, and we believe the future research will be concentrate on the following aspects to enhance its security. Firstly, given that software supply chain distribution channels always get through the Internet, it’s worth researching on enhancing security from cyberspace to ensure its safe passage. Secondly, new software development ways will be in-depth study. Secure code is a necessary but not sufficient condition for ensuring the security of software supply chain. Scientific development ways are more important than secure code. Thirdly, based on learning from other standards, researchers can put forward new standard which is specially suitable for software supply chain. Open software supply chain standard can get the widest range of technical and service support, contribute to scientifically manage software supply chain, and then enhance the security of software supply chain.
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